RRC Minutes
06 – 08 – 2014
Open meeting

7:45pm

Attendance
Glen Conner, David Twist, Luke Saunders, Angus Boxall, Kellie-jo Fletcher, Natalie Castellanos,
Callum Johnson, Ellen Gray, Jason Graham, Matt Bordley, Dee Nash, Alister Cameron, Dani
Barnett, Gabrielle Fulton, Rachel Fulton, Michael Barton, Shane Cameron, Janelle Bacalles, Ayla
Sloan, Brendan Sedgers, Joanna Signorelli, Cameron Foye, Nicola Grundy

Apologies
Sarah Hart, Joshua Overland, William Li, Rob Slater, Tiffany Lawlor, Matt Priest, Johnathan Morey

Reports
Chairman’s report
I feel as though we’ve been very busy since we last had RRC, maybe it’s just me. It’s also nice to
see that we can actually fit inside this hall once again, I’m sure Nepean are very happy with that.
I’d like to begin by saying that our region text messages have been met with great success. With
comments like “Unsubscribe”, and “I never asked for this”, equally balanced with “How did you get
my number?”. Feedback like this makes my job all the more fulfilling. We will continue to develop
this, and as it matures, hopefully it becomes an invaluable service.
Jamborette this year saw the introduction of the annual June long weekend OZ tag match, as well
as the “man of the match” trophy. The success of this new initiative was seen almost immediately
with many scouts and venturers eager to get involved in the proceedings. Unfortunately, i was
unable to find “Eye of the Tiger” on my iPod, but that leaves us room to improve next year. I would
also like to thank my Nan for supplying the rock melon and oranges for half time. Danielle will be
talking more about Jamborette, and ways to improve running it more in her report, so I won’t steal
her thunder.
Christmas came a early to the Region, about six months early with Hawkesbury River Rover Crew
running Christmas in July. With activities, prizes and a fire, it was all set for the big man to show
up. The bitterly cold night was made better with the gifts of coal brought by Santa himself to warm
our hearts and our bodies. And on a personal note, I undertook, and completed my Ramble for my
BP. The arduous 12 day journey, took us from the heart of Sydney’s CBD, to the bustling
metropolis that is Newcastle via the Great North Walk. I am now one step closer to completing my
BP; pun intended.
Looking forward, we have our Region Moot coming up next weekend. Man Vs Monster Moot,
presented by 2nd Castle Hill Rovers, will surely be a moot you don’t want to miss. Having seen the
work that has gone into making it a weekend to remember, i cannot strongly encourage you
enough to go. However, I can’t guarantee that you’ll be able to resist 2nd Castle Hill coercion
tactics, so in all likelihood I’ll be seeing you there next weekend.
Our annual service activity, known as ‘Service Moot’ is fast approaching. Shaping up to be a great
weekend of back breaking labour, where boys become men, and men become manlier men, we
will be doing some work to shape up a local scout hall within our region. “Service Moot”, it’s
cheaper than going to the gym.
If you haven’t already heard, we have new forms for a second time this year! Of most importance is
the ‘A’ range of forms, well known for their ‘1’ suffix. These forms have now become ‘E’. I.E. E1,
E2, etc. At least they’ve remained a vowel. For those undertaking Adult training, this will be of most
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relevance to you. The ‘W’ forms have now become ‘A’, so the old A1 (now E1) and the new A1 are
two completely different things.
I recently received a copy of the membership statistics for Rovers in the state, and by extension
our region. We’ve grown our numbers by 7 youth members from the previous year, which while
good, results in an overall growth of less than one person per rover crew. I’ll discuss some other
things on this point in the BRC Delegate report.
Angus Boxall
Chairman, GWSR RRC EXEC
Vice Chairman’s Report
Hi GWS Rovers.
Sorry I can’t be with you tonight, I’m deep in discussion at the World Scout Youth Forum in
Slovenia, so yeah, couldn’t get there. You’ll be right.
Not too much on my front, but when I was acting on behalf of Angus while he was hiking, I had lots
of fun learning how to write stuff for the internet, and Mastered Google spreadsheets.
Hope the tradition of 1st timers at RRC Photo continues and I’d like to thank Nepean for letting us
hold the meeting. I’m sure I’ll see you all around soon enough. If you need me, just email me, or fb
me.
Have an awesome time Rovering and may Man vs Monster moot be a success!
Best wishes and clean dishes,
Johnathan Morey
Vice Chair, GWSR RRC EXEC
Treasurer’s Report
Current Bank Balance: $ 3,462.56
Current Cash Book Balance: $3,615.56
We have Cash Deposits totalling $153.00 that are yet to be deposited at the Bank. We also have a
Cheque for $4.00 for Insurance that remains Uncashed by Scouts Australia. During the last two
months we received Cash payments for Rover Record Books and the Rover Intro Course. There
have been no additional payments from Crews for RRC and BRC Levies.
The following Crews have outstanding Levy Payments (invoices provided):








2nd Baulkham Hills Rover Crew – 2014 Levies
2nd Castle Hill Rover Crew – 2013 & 2014 Levies
Hawkesbury Rover Crew – 2014 Levies
1st/2nd Merrylands Rover Crew – 2013 & 2014 Levies
Nepean Rover Crew – 2013 & 2014 Levies
North Mt Druitt Rover Crew – 2013 Levies
1st Westmead Rover Crew – 2013 & 2014 Levies

Luke Saunders
Treasurer, GWSR RRC EXEC
Secretary’s Report
Just a simple thanks to everyone for trying to get their reports to me on time.
And a very big thumbs up to Castle Hill for having their report emailed to me within hours of me
sending out the email, you beat Johnathan Morey and his elite report skills.
Kellie-jo Fletcher
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Secretary, GWSR RRC EXEC
PR/Internet’s Report
No Report
VLO Report
So hey guys I hope you’re keeping up with your venturers. Activities between the crews and the
venturers are greatly encourage as it shows that even after you turn 18 you don’t become an
unreachable person.
So up and coming we have a venturer scout leadership course being run on the 23rd to the 24th of
this month, we need a hand with supervision but also some ice breaker games and some people to
help run an activity. If we’re there and showing our support we can also have a chat to some
venturers and again show them that we are still people too.
Other than that onto the note of Roventure, yeah we are still working towards getting this activity
off the ground for 13th – 15th June 2015, but we still need a hand. Save the date in your Calendars
because we expect you all to be there.
And my 3rd and final note is that attached to the minutes this evening will be a copy of the Venturer
list (sorry guys this is the most up to date one I have) and the contact list for those units. Please
have a look at them and get in contact.
Rob & Nicola
Training Officer’s Report
No Report
Activities Officer’s Report
Thanks to everyone who came to Jamborette, this year we had a fantastic rover representation
and displayed a very positive image of rovers. A wide variety of feedback was given in regards to
Jamborette and will be discussed later. Man vs monster moot is this weekend and it is set to be a
highlight of the year for the region and I hope to see you all there. Get your hard hats and paint
rollers ready, service moot is back and this year in an all new location, 4th Castle Hill Scout Hall
Saturday the 30th until the 31st of August. Come prepared to work on the hall and be ready for a
ball of steel soccer competition on Sunday. More service opportunities have arrived for rovers and
Jamie Ride is looking for rovers to help at the next Queen Scout/ Baden Powell award
presentations at Government house on the 23rd of August please contact her 0400 481 365. Ben
Gross has asked for help from rovers that know knots to help scouts of a blue and green level cord
at Rydalmere on Thursdays from the 28th of August.it would be great to see rovers help at these
events and show how serious we take our motto.
BRC Delegate’s Report
Our most recent BRC was on Saturday, and to say the least I kept them honest. There wasn’t a
single person in the room that didn’t groan when i spoke by the time it was done.
Speaking holistically, Bush Dance and Snow Moot ran well, with Bush Dance producing a minor
profit, and Snow Moot yet to be announced. Similarly, the upcoming 2015 Branch Ball was also
discussed with concerns raised that there are negative feelings towards it. This was dismissed,
and i suspect anticipation will build as the February 7 date nears. A branch Moot tender was put
forward for “Maximum Security Moot”. The tender was passed under the proviso they produce a
more pessimistic budget break even. The date for the moot was set as the 2nd – 5th of October
2015. An update on the National Rover Youth Programming meeting was given, and it was stated
that the minutes of which will be sent out in the coming weeks once they are made available.
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As you may be aware, August is scouts in action month, this being focused on the topic of bullying,
or rather anti- bullying, and it was mentioned in the meeting that there are several programs you
can run in your crews. As always with scouts, there is a badge available.
Steve Wallace gave a presentation on the new membership system that Scouts NSW is
implementing. To give you an idea on how outdated its current form is, it was written in code that
would have been considered ‘new’ when i was born, and now there is only one person in Australia
that can fix the system when it’s broken, presumably because all the others died off. However, the
new system is almost near completion, and will be rolled out to our region in October. The more
important thing for us is however, that the crews will have access to this system. This will be
coming in early to mid 2015.
The “Future of Rovering” paper was discussed, and for the most part rejected under the pretence
that it is being addressed in the strategic plan for Rovers NSW. For those that have yet to see the
Strategic plan, i will get it sent out with the minutes, but suffice to say, we’re half way through the
time frame, and nothing has happened to begin working towards it, not to mention the vagueness
of it. As such, I’ve decided, that waiting isn’t worth it anymore, and we’ll just start doing something
ourselves. From what I said in my Chairman’s report, I’d like to set the goal of increasing our
regions numbers of two people per crew between now and next year. This would result in an
increase over the region of between 16 and 18 people, depending on how Blacktown District
Rovers go. In thinking about this, retention is just as important as recruitment. In saying all that,
membership isn’t the only way to better the rover section, so over the coming months we will
continue to improve rovers in other facets. If you have anything in particular you’d like me to focus
on, please let me know: chairman@gwsrovers.com.au
Region Commissioner’s Report
Crews with outstanding bills at Region office:
- Blaxland: $30 for Region badges $3 set of Leader ID badge
- Nepean: $60 New leader kit
- Merrylands: $3 leader ID badge (Tim, I still have)
- Westmead: $3 leader ID badge (Gary)
These need to be fixed now! There will no longer be credit given.
There are big changes for Activity and Membership forms:
All activity forms are known now as 'E' forms,
`W' forms are now 'A' forms such as Adult Membership & extension of Crew leader Appointment.
There no changes to youth forms (Y)
Handouts are available.
Census
Next run of Crew Census will out this week. Please insure that it is done and returned to Region
office ASAP.
Upcoming Rover courses
Rover AST course. Courses is running on 18/12 October At Pennant Hills. Closing Date: 15th Aug
Rover BST course 13/14 September. Closing Date TBA. E-Learning need to be completed & sign
off before this Date.
Constitution
I would see an review and update of the Region Rover Council Constitution, and look at establish a
committee of the Council.
Region Moot
I hope all Crews will be out to support Castle Hills, Man vs Monster Moot this weekend. And have a
great Moot.
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Crew Reports
2nd Baulkham Hills
Service Activities:
Jamborette
Joint Venturer Activities:
Millionaire Hot Seat
Crew Activities:
Paintball, Cheese and Crackers, Squire Training, Gang Show, Vivid Light Festival, Art Gallery Visit
Inter-Crew Activities:
Drive-In Movies, Worlds Greatest Shave
Coming Activities:
Board Game Relay, Dungeons and Dragons, Blood Drive, Magical Musical Tour, Myall Classic
Rowling, Pub Dinner, Transmitter Hunt, Trivia Night, Mexican Moot, Go Karting, Observatory Hill
Visit, Hawkesbury Canoe Classic

No. of Rovers
4

Census Information
No. of Squires
Rover Advisors
6
1

No. of Candidates
1

Crew Contact Details:
Luke Saunders
0409 928 981
John Gale
0414 980 064
Blaxland Kalangadoo
Service Activities:
Preparing our hall for the new roof
Joint Venturer Activities:
Jamborette
Crew Activities:
Bowen’s Knighting, Joanna’s Squiring, Trivia Night, Tennis
Inter-Crew Activities:
Circus Night with Castle Hill
Coming Activities:
Programming Night, Capture the flag with Springwood Venturers, Hall Clean-up

No. of Rovers
14

Census Information
No. of Squires
Rover Advisors
11
1

Comments:
The new RRC Report Form looks better than the old one
The changes to the NSW state forms is confusing
Crew Leader Contact Details:
Cameron Foye
0497 064 994
Kane Christmas
0402 245 659
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No. of Candidates
6

2nd Castle Hill
Service Activities:
Branch AGM Support, 10,000 Steps in September
Joint Venturer Activities:
Jamborette, Running Base
Crew Activities:
Moot Planning, Very Mini Golf
Inter-Crew Activities:
Hunger Games with Turramurra, Joint Circus Night with Blaxland Kalangadoo, Drive Ins with
Baulkham Hills, Shave for a Cure (Supporting Brendan Sedgers), Numerous Moot Promos at all
GWS Crews
Coming Activities:
Man Vs Monster Moot Planning, Does it Float or Does it Burn, Get to know you night

No. of Rovers
7

Census Information
No. of Squires
Rover Advisors
19
1

No. of Candidates
2

Comments:
Crew is still growing strong
Crew Leader Contact Details:
Sarah Hart
0423 267 147
Hawkesbury River
Service Activities:
Holden Car Show, Service Moot
Joint Venturer Activities:
Spy Night
Crew Activities:
Food Fight, Putt Putt Golf
Inter-Crew Activities:
Magical Mystery Tour, Man Vs Monster Moot

No. of Rovers
1

Census Information
No. of Squires
Rover Advisors
5
0

Comments:
Thank you to everyone who attended Christmas in July
Crew Leader Contact Details:
Laurie Pearse
0410 801 783
Greg Robinson
0406 660 583
Kings Langley
01/06/2014
04/06/2014

Programming/ NZ Trivia
RRC (Normal, CL & RA, & Treas)
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No. of Candidates
2

6-9/06/2014
10/06/2014
13/06/214
14-15/06/2014
15/06/2014
18/06/2014
20-22/06/2014
22/06/2014
23/06/2014
25/06/2014
27/06/2014
29/06/2014
July
05/07/2014
2-14/07/2014
06/07/2014
7-18/07/2014
13/07/2014
20/07/2014
25-27/07/2014
27/07/2014

No. of Rovers
9

Jamborette
MM Meeting
MM Meeting
CD recording
Bad Neighbour & Knighting’s
MM Meeting
Scouts Australia AGM
Breakfast Night
MM Meeting
Venturers Laser tag
MM Meeting
Campfire
Christmas in July
Cumberland Gangshow
Parramatta Dinner - Korean BBQ
Angus's Ramble
Nick's 22nd Birthday Party Night
Build Night
National Team Meeting
Mitch Shaw's Booting
Census Information
No. of Squires
Rover Advisors
0
1

Crew Leader Contact Details:
Johnathan Morey
0409 928 981
Jenny Wardell
0413 589 243
½ Merrylands
Activities:
Squire planning / training, 1 representative at Jamborette
Census Information:
2 squires
Two new candidates
Nepean
Activities:
Aqua Golf
Service @ Cateract Scout Park
Gang Show
Crew Camp Planning
Getting used to the new forms
Oz Tag
Census Information:
14 members
5 knights
9 squires
1 candidate
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No. of Candidates
6

1 RA
1st Westmead
Service Activities:
Plant a Tree Day, Blood Drive (National Donor Week)
Crew Activities:
Rock Climbing, Games Night, Squire Training, Den Project Working Bee
Inter-Crew Activities:
Castle Hill came to speak about moot
Upcoming Activities:
Bootcamp, Joint Venturer Night, Real Life Cluedo Night, Relearning Group Session, Possible
attendance at upcoming moots

No. of Rovers
1

Census Information
No. of Squires
Rover Advisors
3
1

No. of Candidates
3/5

General Business
Man VS Monster Moot
We had a very active promo schedule throughout the last 6 weeks. We have Promo’d at all RRCs we
have also been to all GWS crews as well as several Sydney north and South Met Crews.
We have done our final run through of all our Activities and ironed out the kinks.
We are taking numerous steps to ensure the consumption of alcohol will be done responsibly. We are
setting up a dry bar for both nights of the moot where for a small fee (between $1 - $2.50) moot goers
will be able to purchase popcorn, toasties, drinks and we will also have water readily available for FREE.
Jamborette
Appendix Attached
A Minute with Matt
Feedback from Debrief Jamborette Meeting:
This was the first year that Rovers received a good rap! The support we supplied this year was more
than appreciated.
Special mention for the Nepean gateway  cannot run for the gateway award as they believe it’s unfair.
Extremely pleased with how we deal with all situations (early/late departures, activity base, etc.)
Special Mention for uniform  Most present in FULL uniform
Future: More interaction with Venturers. OZ tag game was excellent.
Idea: Rovers and Venturers to have a gateway competition amongst themselves and create our own
award for it.
Facebook Groups
What I want to do is consolidate all of the crew pages under the GWS Region Page. I feel that they are
getting lost amongst all the Facebook blues.
By implementing this at least 1-2 people from every crew would have access to the GWS Facebook
page to be able to post pictures/posts.
An open Facebook page is the ideal ways to get in contact with each other (Rovers and Venturers)
More discussion is to be had.
Region Social
Will be the Saturday Night of Service Moot!
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Roventure
The committee is to keep in mind that we need a committee!
Each crew is asked to run an activity on the weekend (approximately 1hour ). Crews, it’s time to
brainstorm! These activities are to be for both Venturers and Rovers.
Please attend this as we need to make a GLORIOUS impact.
Blacktown District Rover Crew
We would like to be a Rover Crew!
We have:
- Constitution
- 10 Members
- A timeline to get to full strength
We visited Blacktown Venturers and they seem keen to join us as soon as they can!
Angus put forward the motion to approve Blacktown District Rover Crew to become a formation
Matt seconded
Blaxland Kalangadoo – For
Baulkham Hills – For
Castle Hill – For
Hawkesbury River – Not in Attendance
Kings Langley – For
Merrylands – For
Nepean – For
Westmead – Not in Attendance
Motion Passed
Blacktown District Rover Crew is ONE OF US!!
New Style of Reporting to RRC
At every RRC, two rover crews are to give a presentation, in whatever format they like, about what they
have done since the previous RRC. Photos may be included.
Every crew will still be asked to report their Top 5 activities.
Blaxland Kalangadoo and Castle Hill will be the first two crews to try out this new style of reporting.
District Council Delegate
KL will sort this shebang out.
Service Moot
August 30th and 31st 2014
We are doing this so that 4th Castle Hill hall can be made usable!
Camping will be available and crews are needed to cook meals as well.
We’ve been given a list of jobs that need to be done:
- Extending a handrail
- Painting
- Ripping out Garden Beds
- Moving Equipment
- Hall needs to be made usable
Balls of Steel WILL be held on the Sunday!
Advanced Sectional Techniques Course
Angus intends on attending this and would like RRC to pay for half.
Total Cost: $245.00
Half (rounded down): $120.00
Angus would like to put forward paying $245.00 of which half will go to Angus Boxall and Johnathan
Morey to attend the Advanced Sectional Techniques Course.
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Dani Seconded.
Motion Passed
BRC Delegates
We need 4 delegates to attend the next BRC Meeting on September 27th.
Cameron Foye has been locked in to attend.
Text Messages
Remember that new members in your crew will need to be added to the contact list. Please update
Angus with new members details when able to.
Also please remember to click the links as Angus can be funny sometimes!

Next Meeting

October 1st 2014

Close Meeting

9:25pm
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